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A Network Traffic Classification Method Using Support Vector Machine with
Feature Weighted-degree

ABSTRACT: Currently, the network traffic classification
has two important problems, which are low accuracy and
high computation complexity. In order to solve these
problems, a novel network traffic classification method
using support vector machine with feature weighted-degree
(FWD-SVM) is proposed in this study. Our method can
efficiently reduce the influence on the sample distribution,
relative properties, and redundancy. Through reducing the
training time of traffic classification machine and the
predicting time of unknown samples,our method speeds
up computation performance. Using support vector
machine with feature weighted-degree, our method
improves the stability and the accuracy of classification.
The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
method not only can greatly reduce the computation
complexity, but also has higher classified accuracy.
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1. Introduction

With an increasing number of Internet users (especially
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mobile internet end users) and novel applications
(especially multimedia applications, P2P applications,
online games, etc.), these applications cause the heavy
network traffic. Based on the statistical data about network
traffic generated by different kinds of applications, the
administrator can use network traffic classification method
to analyze users’ behavior on the Internet, which is
significant for network capacity planning, traffic control,
and easing congestion. Besides, network traffic
classification plays an important role in network application
trend analysis, traffic counting, dynamic access control,
etc.

Currently, there are 4 kinds of main traffic classification
method.

(1) Port-based Classification
According to the transport layer port numbers specified
by different applications, port-based classification
achieves an accuracy of 50% to 70% [1, 2]. This method
only works on the traditional condition of fixed port number,
such as the Web, DNS, mail and so on. However, port-
based classification can’t classify the applications using
random port numbers or it will wrongly classify the non-
traditional applications using traditional fixed port number.

(2) Content-based Classification
According to the application layer signature strings of
different applications, content-based classification
achieves a high accuracy of 99% with some manual
interference[3], which seems much better than port-based
classification. However, content-based classification needs
complete content of application layer payload, so, it is
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restricted by three factors, including suspicion of violations
of user privacy, unrecognized encrypted application layer
applications, and unknown applications with unrecognized
signature strings.

(3) Behavior-based Classification
According to the behavior characteristics on the different
levels of the transport layer, behavior-based classification
achieves an accuracy of about 80% to 90% [4]. It does
not rely on the application layer contents and frees from
the three restrictive factors of the content-based
classification. However, transport layer behavior is closely
related to the network environment, which means that the
same application might behave very different under the
different network environment. Therefore, the correlation
limits the application of this method.

(4) Statistics-based Classification
Statistics-based classification classifies network traffic
according to the statistical characteristics. Among them,
Bayesian neural network achieves an accuracy of over
99%, but it has high computational complexity [5].
Currently, statistical methods, which are widely used in
many fields in the data analysis and processing, achieve
a lot. In the field of network flow classification, applied
research based on statistics-based classification has
become a hot spot.

Especially in the past two years, a growing number of
machine learning method (such as Support Vector
Machine(SVM) [6-8, 10]ÿ, Bayesian Approach [2],
Bayesian Neural Network [5], etc.) is used for traffic
classification and has good performance. On the one hand,
support vector machine method transform classification
of the sample space into high dimensional feature space
using the nonlinear transformation, which can reduce
influence of the redundant attributes and irrelevant
attributes [6, 7]. On the other hand, according to the
structure risk minimization principle, the classification
problem is converted into finding the optimal hyper-plane,
which improve the accuracy and stability of classification
in the case of small samples [8]. However, in a real network
environment, having a lot of noise, characterized attributes,
and redundant feature attributes, the existing SVM
methods of network traffic classification still have some
important issues such as low accuracy, limited application
range, and high computational complexity [9, 11].

Therefore, in order to solve the problems in the current
work, such as low accuracy, limited application range or
high computation complexity, a new network traffic
classification method using support vector machine is
proposed in this study. This method can efficiently reduce
the influence on the sample distribution, relative properties,
and redundancy. It expands the application range, speeds
up computation performance, improves the stability and
the accuracy of classification, and has excellent
generalization ability.

2. Our method

2.1 Basic knowledge
Model of the support vector machine based on statistical
learning theory has become an international hot area in
the field of machine learning since the mid of the 1990s
[12].There are two main basic thoughts of SVM, namely
the largest interval principle and the kernel techniques.
The largest interval principle refers to making the decision
function reach the accuracy as large as possible, through
seeking the optimal hyperplane. Kernel techniques refer
to transform the previous classification problem of how to
divide the original input space using the hyperplane into
another classification problem of how to divide the Hilbert
space using the hyperplane. Therefore, it linearizes the
nonlinear problem, reducing the complexity greatly.

There are four remarkable features of support vector
machine classification algorithm. Firstly, using the thought
of a large interval reduces the VC dimension of the
classifier to control the classifier, realizing the Structural
Risk Minimization Principle. Secondly, it nonlinearized
the linear algorithm using Mercer kernel. Thirdly, the
algorithm has the feature of sparsity, which means the
coefficients of support vector is non-zero with a few sample
data. Lastly, the algorithm is designed as a convex
quadratic programming problem, avoiding multi-solution
[13-15].

2.2 Support vector machine
Let us assume that training samples are (x1, y1), (x2,
y2),…, (xn, yn), where
xi ∈ Rn, yi ∈ {−1, +1}, i = 1,2,...,n, if the hyperplaneis defined
as:

ω    x + b = 0 (1)

where ⎣ represents the dotproduct of vectors, which can
dividethe n samples into two categories. Then, there is
the optimal hyperplane which cannot only exactly divide
two kinds of samples, but also reach the largest distance
between the two kinds of samples and the hyperplane.
Obviously, ω and b of the equation (1) still satisfy the
equation after they were multiplied by a factor. Therefore,
for all samples xi, the minimumvalue of ⎪ω    xi + b⎪ is 1 after
the unitization processing, and the minimum distance
between samples and the optimal hyperplane is ⎪ω    xi +
b⎪/ ⎪⎪ω ⎪⎪ = 1 / ⎪⎪ω ⎪⎪, so the optimal hyperplane should
satisfy the condition below:

yi [ω    xi + b] ≥ 1, i = 1,..., n (2)

According to the definition of the optimal hyperplane,
the optimum condition of ω and b is maximizing the
minimum distance, namely 2 ⎪⎪ω⎪⎪, between the two kinds
of samples and the optimal hyperplane. Besides, we
introduce the slack variable with regard to might exist
some samples which cannot be classified correctly by
the hyperplane.

ξi  ≥ 0, i = 1,...,n (3)

Therefore, the binary classification problem transforms
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into the problem of minimizing the constraints of equation
(2) and equation (3)

1/2 ⎪⎪ω ⎪⎪2  + C      Σ  ξi (4)

Where, C, named penalty factor, is a non-negative
constant. The bigger value of C, harsherpunishment for
incorrect classification. It’s a quadratic programming
problem with linear constraints. Equation (4) can be
transformed into its dual form using Lagrange multiplier
techniques.

max W (α) = Σ α − 1/2 Σ αi yiαj yj (xi    xj) (5)

s.t Σ αi yi = 0,

αi ∈ [0, C ], i = 1,...,n,

ω  = Σ α yi xi (6)

Where, αi is the Lagrangian multiplier corresponding to
the equation (2) in the original problem. It’s a quadratic
functional optimization problem with the inequality
constraints, where there is efficient algorithm to solve it.
It can be proved that there is a part of nonzero αi in the
solutions for the optimization problem, whose
corresponding training samples exactly decide the hyper-
plane. Therefore, they are called support vector. According
to the theory optimal Kuhn-Tucker theorem, the product
of the dual variable and the constraint are 0 at the saddle
point. Then, we can obtain the other parameter of the
hyper-plane, b, which is satisfied with:

yi [ω    xi + b]  = 1 (7)

For sample x with unknown type, we can use the linear
decision function

f (x) = sgn (ω    x + b) (8)

To decide its type, combined with equation (6), we can
obtain the decision function

f (x) = sgn [ Σ αi yi (xi    xj) + b] (9)

When we solve the problem of linear classification, data
appears in the equation of dot product (xi     xj). However,
when we solve the problem of non-linear classification,
space input should be nonlinearly mapped to the high
dimensional feature space, referred to as ψ : Rm → H. When
we construct the optimal hyper-plane in the feature space,
training algorithm only uses the dot product in the space,
namely ψ (xi)    ψ (xj), without the ψ (xi) alone. Therefore, if
there is a kind of kernel function K, which satisfies

K(xi g xj) = ψ (xi) gψ (xj) (10)

We can replace the pot product with the kernel function
K (xi     xj)in the problem of linear classification and take the
linear classification after the nonlinear transformation.
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Therefore, we have the dual form of equation (5),

max W (α) = Σ α − 1/2 Σ ai yiaj yj  K (xi    xj) (11)

s.t. Σ αi yi = 0,

αi ∈ [0, C ], i = 1,...,n.

Correspondingly, we can obtain the decision function

f (x) = sgn [ Σ αi yi K (xi     xj) + b] (12)

Due to the fact that the network traffic classification
belongs to a typical multi-class classification problem and
the original support vector machine method just can deal
with a dual classification problem, the one-against-one
method is proposed in this study to construct K(K-1)/2
dual classification classifiers to handle the dual
classification problem.

2.3 Support vector machine with feature weighted-
degree
Since existing a lot of noise and redundant characteristic
attributes in network traffic, this studyproposes a support
vector machine with feature weighted-degree(FWD-SVM).
Through introducing features weighted-degree, we
construct a new kernel function, which eliminates the
influence of a weak correlation features and redundant
features.

For each feature of the sample, we define a feature
weighted-degree ft

i, which describes a feature’sinfluence
on the classification accuracy. If a feature ti has the smaller
ability to distinguish categories, the value of the features
is smaller. Conversely, the value of the features is greater.

By calculating the information gain of each feature in the
sample set S, we can calculate the featureweighted-degree
ft

i. For the training sample set S, the total number of S is
⎪S⎪. If there are m class sample set categories in S, then
⎪c1⎪+ ⎪c2⎪+...+ ⎪cm⎪= ⎪S ⎪. For any sample belonging to the
category ci, the probability is Pi = ⎪ci⎪/ S. The information
entropy of the sample set S is defined as follows:

E(S) = - Σ pilog2 (pi) (13)

If training set S can be divided into S= {S1, S2,..., Sq} by
feature ti, where the number of Si is denoted ⎪Si⎪, then the
conditional entropy of feature ti is defined as follows:

Eti (S) = - Σ ⎪Si⎪/ ⎪S ⎪E (Si) (14)

The information gain G(ti) of feature ti is the changeamount
of entropy. It is defined as following:

G(ti) = E (S) - Eti (S)  (15)

The vector G = (G(t1), G(t2), ..., G(tn)) denotes the feature
weighted-degree of each feature. The feature weighted-
degree ft

i can be calculated by the following equation:

n
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             G(ti)

where i=1,2, ..., n,eG(ti) is the adjustment factor. If an
information gain G(ti) is larger, the contribution of this
feature tiis greater, on the other side, the value of ft

i is also
greater.Conversely, the value of ft

i is smaller.

The n features weighted-degree is denoted as matrix P.

P =    ft
1

Then the new kernel function K’() can be defined as
following:

K′(xi . xj) = K (xi
T

 P. xj
T

 P)

Therefore, we have the dual form of equation (11),

max W (a) = Σ α - 1/2 Σ Σ αi yiαj yj K′(xi.xj)

s.t Σ αi yi = 0,

αi ∈ [0, C ], i = 1,...,n.

Correspondingly, we can obtain the decision function

f (x) = sign [ Σ αi yi K′(xi . xj) + b]

3. Experimental results and analysis

3.1 Dataset

 Category The number of data Percentage (%)

ft
i =

Σ G(ti)i=1

n eG(ti) (16)

(  ft
n

. . . ) (17)

(18)

(19)
n

i=1 i=1

n n

j=1

n

i=1

n

i=1
(20)

 WWW 328091 86.91

 MAIL  28567 7.567

 BULK  11539 3.056

 SERV   2099 0.556

 DB   2648 0.701

 INT     110 0.029

 P2P   2094 0.555

 ATTACK   1793 0.475

 MMEDIA   1152 0.305

 GAMES        8 0.002

 SUM 377526   100

Table 1. Dataset statistics

We experiment on a set of data collected by the actual
monitoring set [17]. The data set monitor a research or-
ganization called the Genome Campus that has about
1000 researchers, managers, and technical staff.

Monitoring point is located on the network outlet of the
institution, the detecting of two-way traffic continued for
24h. For the original large data set, the final data set is
used to sample the original data set. Table 1 shows the
various types number and percentage of the data.

3.2 Classification objects, attributes, and categories
Classification object is a complete two-way TCP stream.
Each stream’s squad, consisting of the source port,
destination IP, and destination port quad, is the only flag
to the stream. Each stream is represented by 249
properties. The No. 249 property represents a category.
The literature [17, 18] is referenced for the definition and
complete description of each property. It should be noted
that the first two properties of these 249 propertiesdenote
the source port number and destination port number
respectively. In order to avoid dependence on application
port information, we did not use these two properties in
the experiment. Table 2 lists the classification categories
and their representative applications.

       Category       Application

        WWW            www

        MAIL               Imap, pop2/3,smtp

       BULK              ftp

       SERV               X11,dns,ident,ldap,ntp

       DB                   Postgres,sqlnet, oracle,ingres

       INT                  Ssh,klogin, rlogin, telnet

       P2P                  KaZaA,BitTorrent,GnuTella

       ATTACK            Internet worm and virus attacks

       MMEDIA           Windows Media Player, Real

      GAMES            Half-Life

Table 2. The application of category

3.3 Experimental procedures
3.3.1 Data set preprocessing
The original data set has different ranges for each property.
In order to give equal importance to each property, this
study will convert the value range for each property mapped
to [-1, 1]. In this study, linear transformation mapping is
used and another mapping mode can be tried either. After
the linear shape mapping, the data set is called DS for
short.

3.3.2 Parameter selection
For Support Vector Machine Parameter selection different
values have a significant impact on the classification
accuracy of the final model, so before the experiment,
first get a better parameter value on the smaller training
set by experiment, and then validated on a large data set,
the authenticated parameter value is used for subsequent
experiments. In this study, the SVM algorithm C-SVC in
Lib SVM [19] is used.
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Where in the parameters include: categories penalty factor
C, needing to be adjusted in experiments; kernel type,
Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel exp (-γ ×⎪μ−v⎪2) is used
by default, and there are also linear kernel μ   v and
polynomial kernel (γ × (μ     v)+ cf)d. The parameters γ of the
core functions needs to be adjusted in the experiment.
The default value of cf is 0, value of d is 3. Additionally,
when the default value takes the smallest error 0.0001,
the algorithm stops. Through the experimental tests, when
C = 512, and γ = 0.03026, the classification accuracy is
higher. Using these values as a default if there is no special
instruction.

3.4 Experimental results
The data set DS is randomly divided into two subsets
denoted as DS1, DS2, where in DS1 as a training set,
DS2 as a test set.To ensure the data set contains at
least one sample of each type, using proportional random
sampling by category. After the sampling, data set DS1,
DS2 and the original data set DS have approximately the
same proportion category. By training a classifier training
set DS1, DS2 test set classifier performance. We train
the classifier on the testing set DS1, and test the classifier
performance on the testing set DS2. In order to make the
results more reliable, we repeat the above sampling,
training, testing process five times, and use the average
value as the test results.

As defined here in,the average accuracy rate is the ratio
of the correct classification of streams to the total number
of streams.The accuracy of certain classification is defined
as the ratio ofthe correctly classified number of this class
streamto the total number of this class stream.

Table 3 shows that the average accuracy rate of SVM is
98.87 percent, much higher than the improved Bayes
algorithm [12], which the accuracy rate is 75.12%,slightly
lower than the Bayesian neural networks’ accuracy of
99.05%[5], and the training time is much smaller than
Bayesian neural networks’.When the training set’s scale

is 50% of the DS, namely the training set size is 197,242,
SVM training time is about 2 h and 2 min, and Bayesian
neural network training time is about 38 h and 36 min.
The Support Vector Machine average accuracy rate
standard deviation is 0.03%, far less than the other two
methods, indicating that the method has good stability.

4.  Discussion

This chapter discusses the training set size, kernel
function, the penalty factor and other factors’ impact on
the performance of Support Vector Machine Classification.

4.1 Different sizes of the training set
Support vector machine is suitable for handling small
sample learning problems, and it can achieve good
performance on a small training seteither.Table 4 shows
that when the size of the training set is 198, the accuracy
rate is over 90%; when the training set size is 1926, the
accuracy rate is over 95%. It means that the Support
vector machine can achieve a very high accuracy although
it uses a small training set. With the increase of the
training set, accuracy rate will be increased accordingly.
With a small training set, training time is shorter, and the
number of support vectors is smaller, so the amount of
calculation can be reduced and the classification speed
can be improved.

4.2 Different kernel function
Support vector machine classification accuracy largely
depends on the nature space’s linearly separable extent
after it transformed by the kernel function. Select the
appropriate kernel function can improve accuracy. Further
more, the complexity of the kernel function affects the
promotion ability of support vector machine. We use the
linear kernel, polynomial kernel, and RBF kernel to
compare the accuracy rate, the training time, the number
of iterations and the number of support vectors under each
kernel function. In the experiment, we use 20% of the
data as the training set and the 80% of the data as the

          Method             Average accuracy (%)     Standard deviation of accuracy (%)    Training time

 Proposed method                    98.87                                    0.03      2 h and 2 min

 Bayesian Neural Networks               99.05                                    0.41    38 h and 36 min

 Improved Bayesian approach            75.12                                     1.5     2 h and 32 min

 Number of training set    Number of test set    Accuracy (%)      Training time (s)    Number of support vector

 95436                            197242             97.52                     1823 7216

 19187                            197242             96.88                       114 1912

 1926                            197242             95.02 5   340

 198                            197242             90.45 1    92

Table 3. The method comparison on accuracy rate and training time

Table 4. The results of different number of the training set
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test set. The experimental results listed in Table 5 show
the three kernel functions’ classification accuracy rate
are all above 97 percent. The polynomial kernel’s classi-
fication accuracy rate is higher slightly. The RBF kernel’s
training time is shortest. The training process iterationis
far less than the other two kernel functions’. For the num-
ber of support vectors, polynomial kernel’s <opposite RBF
kernel’s <linear kernel’s, and accuracy is sorted in de-
scending order, indicating less SVM has better generali-
zation ability.

4.3 Different penalty factor
We test the role of classification by different penalty factor.
It can increase right small category of weight indirect by
using a larger penalty factor for the training set, which
have few samples.Therefore it can reduce the adverse

       Kernel function  Accuracy (%) Iterations Training time (s) Number of support vector

      Linear      97.05 27 4782 6345

      Polynomial      98.12 13 2311 4413

      Radial Basis      97.43 0.17 1083 5812

effects caused by the imbalance of the training data. We
use 20% of the data as the training set, 80% of the data
as a test set, and use three sets of penalty factor for
different categories listed in Table 6 to experiment. Table
7 shows the classification accuracy by using different
penalty factor training model. The detail of the classification
accuracy comparison is shown more obviously in figure
1. C2 uses a larger penalty factor compared to C2, and
accuracy rate increases from 97.86% to 98.43%.
Compared with C3, C2 uses different penalty factor for
different categories, namely using larger penalty factor
for the training set which has few samples, disguised
changing right weight training samples of each category,
so that all kinds of the training set samples’ number is
more balanced and accuracy increases from 97.28% to
98.43%.

Category C1 C2 C3

WWW 100 512 1024

MAIL 200 1024 1024

BULK 300 1536 1024

SERV 500 2560 1024

DB 500 2560 1024

INT 1000 5120 1024

P2P 500 2560 1024

ATTACK 500 2560 1024

MMEDIA 500 2560 1024

GAMES 1000 5120 1024

Penalty factor Accuracy (%)

C1 97.86

C2 98.43

C3 97.28

Table 5. The results of different kernel function

Table 6. Different penalty factor

Table 7. The accuracy of different penalty factor
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Figure 1.The accuracy of different penalty factor

4.4 Classification accuracy
Table 8 shows the Network traffic classification results
using our method and other four kinds of classic methods
[2]. These five methods adopt same Training and test sets,
which are from Moore[2].  With the same range of
experimental parameters, experimental results have
certain comparative sense. As shown in Table 8, the
average classification accuracy of our method is the
highest.The methods of C4.5 and SVM also show better
classification results, as shown in Fig.2. While the
methods of K-Means and NBK have less effective
results.Therefore, our method can effectively improve the
classification accuracy.

5. Conclusion

Through observation and analysis of the existing network
traffic classification, we find that there are still low

accuracy and high computational complexity in the current
classification of network traffic. Therefore, this study
proposes a novel network traffic classification using
support vector machine with feature weighted-
degree.Through analysis and comparison ofthe traffic
classification experiments on large-scale sample set, our
method can reducethe impact of the sample distribution,
speed up the computation and improve the accuracy of
the network traffic classification. Our method also has
good generalization ability. In addition, the study further
probes into the impact of training set size, kernel function,
penalty factor and other factors on the classification
performance using SVM.

However, for network traffic classification algorithm, not
only the real-time performance but also the classification
performance for different categories including different
attributes are the challengeable research in the future.

nnnnnnnnnn BULK(%)BULK(%)BULK(%)BULK(%)BULK(%) VarianceVarianceVarianceVarianceVariance

Method WWW(%) P2P(%) MEDIA(%) BULK(%) Variance
K-Means[16] 79.32 68.27 73.03 73.89 2.98
C4.5[14] 83.66 74.91 79.25 81.99 1.56
NBK[2] 71.41 60.19 65.84 66.38 3.18
SVM[15] 81.27 72.85 78.64 79.23 2.21
Ours 85.41 79.98 81.82 84.73 0.62

Figure 2. Classification accuracy comparison

Table 8. Classification accuracy comparison
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